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Introduction: Disability, the
Missing Term in the R a c e ,
Class, Gender Triad

We are prisoners of a grammar invented at an early stage of
human evolution, and it seems that, since we can think only
by using language, our reason too is conditioned by the most
primitive notions o f reality.
Friedrich Nietzsche. The Will To Power

The term 'disability,' as it is commonly and professionally used, is
an absolute category without a level or threshold. One is either
disabled or not. One cannot be a little disabled any more than one
can be a little pregnant.
One must view with suspicion any term of such Procrustean
dimensions. A concept with such a univalent stranglehold on
meaning must contain within it a dark side of power, control, and
fear. The aim of this book is to look into this dark side, to rend
the veil from the apparently obvious object: the disabled person.'
For most temporarily abled people,'-'the issue of disability is a
simple one. A person with a visible physical impairment (someone
with an injured, nonstandard or nonhnctioning body or body
part) or with a sensory or mental impairment (someone who has
trouble hearing, seeing, or processing information) is considered
disabled. The average, well-meaning 'normal' observer feels sorry
for that disabled person, feels awkward about relating to the person,
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believes that the government or charity should provide special
services, and gives thanks for not being disabled (as in ' I cried that
I had no shoes until I met a man who had no feet').
What does not occur to many people is that disability is not a
m n o r issue that relates to a relatively small number of unfortunate
people; it is part of a historically constructed discourse, an ideology
of thinking about the body under certain historical circumstances.
Disability is not an object - a woman with a cane - but a social
process that intimately involves everyone who has a body and lives
in the world of the senses. Just as the conceptualization of race,
class, and gender shapes the lives of those who are not black, poor,
or female, so the concept of dsability regulates the bodies of those
who are 'normal.' In fact, the very concept of normalcy by which
most people (by definition) shape their existence is in fact tied
inexorably to the concept of disability, or rather, the concept
of disability is a function of a concept of normalcy. Normalcy and
disability are part of the same system.
It has been the rule that the subject of disability, until quite
recently, has been written about by professionals who work with,
medically treat, or study the disabled. In that discourse, people
with disabilities have been an object of study, and the resulting
information produced has constituted a discourse as controlling
as any described by Michel Foucault. It has only been in recent
years that people with disabilities have found a political voice and
power and have been able to write about this experience. The
previous discourse, heavily medicalized and oriented toward care
and treatment, served its institutional purposes well. But it failed
to understand dialectically its own position in the economy of
power and control, and it failed to historicize its own assumptions
and agency.
So the first task at hand is to understand and theorize the
dscourse of disability, to see that the object of disability studies is
not the person using the wheelchair or the Deafperson but the set
of social, historical, econonlic, and cultural processes that regulate
and control the way we think about and think through the body.
In addition, the presumption that disability is simply a biological

fact, a universal plight of humanity throughout the ages, needs
to be challenged. This study aims to show that disability, as we
know the concept, is really a socially driven relation to the body
that became relatively organized in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. This relation is propelled by economic and social factors
and can be seen as part of a more general project to control and
regulate the body. This analysis fits in with other aspects of the
regulation of the body that we have come to call crime, sexuality,
gender, disease, subalternity, and so on. Preindustrial societies
tended to treat people with impairments as part of the social fabric,
although admittedly not kindly, while postindustrial societies,
instituting 'kindness,' ended up segregating and ostracizing such
individuals through the discursivity of disability.
The category of 'disability,' while politically useful, particularly
in the advantages and legal protection provided by legislation such
as the Americans with Disabilities Act, is not without problems.
Many Deaf people, for example, do not see themselves in the
category of dsabled, preferring to call themselves a linguistic
minority. Indeed, the term 'physical minorities' gives more of a
political sense to physical difference than the more abstract category
'dsabled.' In the task of rethinking and theorizing disability, one of
the first steps is to understand the relationship between a physical
impairment and the political, social, even spatial environment that
places that impairment in a matrix of meanings and significations.
To do this, one must begin to rethink disability so that one
may consider the world-view presented by that disabled moment.
I use the concept of the 'moment' in its philosophical context to
allow us to think of blindness or deafness, say, as modalities not
disabilities. I also want to separate the attribute from a time frame
- so that blindness is not placed in a time continuity (a 'chronotope,' to use the literary critic Mikhail Bakhtin's term). When one
speaks of disability, one always associates it with a story, places it in
a narrative. A person became deaf, became blind, was born blind,
became quadriplegic. The disability immediately becomes part
of a chronotope, a time-sequenced narrative, embedded in a story.
But by narrativizing an impairment, one tends to sentimentalize it

